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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a mechanism which is used to provide security against the threats given to the patrols
through the coin pay call access system. In this case the details of the person doing this offense is needed it can
be obtained through this proposed system. This is executed using the image processing unit where the image
and the biometric details of the person dialling the police station is captured and processed then it is sent to the
networking unit and database unit where the image is compared with the nationalised database in the central
processing unit using NIDR processor. The overall theme of this proposal is to build a system which can
eliminate the illegal act of causing threatening by providing false information to the patrols. The challenge in
this process is to develop the system by using the advanced techniques in the process gathering information and
processing it to the control room if requested for the further investigations.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The importance of the implementation of this proposal, An Intelligent Embedded System for pay
phones to reduce cybercrimes by using NIDR Processor lies basically on the usage of the coin pay call
access system even in the present scenario. In-spite of various technologies being developed in the
process of communication and there are lots of resources through which we can communicate with
each other’s, like mobile phones, Internet and there are also a lot of mediums being invented for the
communication purpose like VOIP etc,. But the usage of the coin pay call access system is still
dominant among the people throughout the world, mainly in the airports and commonly in the streets
in many countries. Urge of developing this system was mainly due to the shocking statistical results of
the threatening offence made through the coin pay call access systems to the patrols to give false
information [1]. The main reason of designing this system for the coin pay call access system is
because most of the threatening calls are made in order to provide an absurd occult information to the
patrol is given through these system because it is very easy to escape and there is no much evidence
so it is also difficult to indict the offensive person. This project is the ultimate solution of all this
entire problems of creating blank call records to the patrols. The block diagram for the
implementation of the system is very simple but at the same time the uses provided by it are abundant
in both security management and the information retrieval process. This entire paper’s main motive is
to help the patrol in the above mentioned situation.
The core idea of this process is placing the micro camera as an in-built part of the coin pay call access
system and enabling it to start its recording when a frequency of centralized patrol control number or
the local patrol numbers is dialled. The captured image is processed and encrypted and compared with
the database which is maintained nationally. Thus the complete information of the person calling to
the patrols can be easily obtained if required by the officials. The process of placing a camera in a
particular location or a medium to observe its action and ensuring security is a common system but
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the architecture of the Intelligent Embedded System for pay phones to reduce cybercrimes by using
NIDR Processor system completely gives the information of the offence being made through the coin
pay call access system by retrieving full details of the offender by comparing the captured images
with the nationalized database which will be maintained by each nation.

II.

AN INTELLIGENT EMBEDDED SYSTEM
CYBERCRIMES USING NIDR PROCESSOR

FOR PAY PHONES TO DETECT

The illegal calls done from the coin pay call access system can be controlled by placing the micro
camera and biometric sensor system in the pay phone system. The working of pay phone system will
be clearly explained and understand by seeing the below figure 1.

Figure 1. An Intelligent Embedded System for pay phones to reduce cybercrimes by using NIDR Processor

The coin pay call access system is very popular and it is being used all over the world. But the illegal
calls done from the pay phone system is increasing day by day which leads to a huge problem and
mainly the illegal calls are coming during the visit of the VIP’s in that particular area, criminal take a
chance to call the patrol and give a false threat or a rumour and distracting the policemen. To prevent
this we are using the camera and the biometric observer system in the pay phone system. The working
of the pay phone system starts when the person dials the number the particular frequency is traced and
the system starts working immediately. The person’s image and the fingers prints will be
automatically captured using the camera and biometric system respectively. Both the image and the
finger prints will be captured and it will send to the image processing unit. The image processing unit
will perform many steps to convert the image into data and encrypt it and send it to the networking
unit. The networking unit will be connected to the all patrols and control rooms. The networking unit
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will be connected to the Database unit. The information in the networking unit will be send to the
database unit. The database unit will contain the nationalised database which will have the name,
address, gender, age, nationality, etc of the every individual person. So we can easily collect the full
information about the particular person who is doing the illegal call from the pay phone using this
system which is done in the central processing unit with the concept of NIDR [2].

III.

IMAGE PROCESSING UNIT

Image processing is the process of giving the input as the image and getting the output as the image
and parameters of the image. There many secured embedded video recorder in computing [2].

3.1. Image Acquisition
It is structuring the image in windows operating system it is a software used as a graphical interface
that communicates with the image and the hardware devices like scanner, cameras etc. Image
acquisition also supports push scanning and multi-image scanning.

3.2. Image Pre-processing
It is the process of enhancing the data image to computational process. The next step is Image
preprocessing, accurate conditions such as shadows removing are noise elimination is done in image
preprocessing [3]. BANCA and XM2VTS are the databases used in the face reorganization process.

3.3. Image Segmentation
It is the form of representing the digital image into multiple segments. Image segmentation is mainly
used to locate objects and boundaries i.e.) lines and curves of an image. It will assign a label to each
pixel. By using interpolation algorithm we can do 3D reconstruction.

3.4. Image Representation
It is the retrieval of image pixel and commonly they will represent set of pixels encoding the color and
brightness in matrix format. Full image retrieval in a bitmap form is done by using contour
representation.

3.5. Image Recognition
The next is the Image recognition, the recognition of the description part of the image which is being
processed is carried out [4]. When it is match with the database it will know what is on the original
picture.

3.6. Image Interpretation
It is the process of identifying the significant of the image i.e.) the shape, size, shadow, texture and
pattern.
3.7. Final Module of Image Processing Unit-Cryptography
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The image which being processed has to transmitted safely. Cryptography is the process of making a
secured communication or transmission and the techniques used in cryptography are data integrity,
data confidentiality and authentication. The techniques used in the process of cryptography are
explained as follows.
ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION: Encryption is the process of changing plain text into cipher
text. It is mainly used to secure the data from the third party. Decryption is the process of making
cipher text to plain text. There are three algorithms mainly used in cryptography they are secret key
cryptography, public key cryptography and hash function. Here we choose the simple cipher to the
encryption process.
VISUAL IMAGE CRYPTOGRAPHY: The image is securely transmitted by some steps followed
first it will change the image input to binary form then into half tone image by density of dots formed
by the gray color image then the image become transparent then the image is decrypted then it follows
the same steps to encrypt the image [5].

IV.

NETWORKING UNIT

After the image processing unit next the data is encrypted and sent to the networking unit where the it
is decrypted to the original data, it is done to maintain security while the transmission process. In the
networking unit the different types of the data of the image being acquired from the person are being
collected and the networking of the details and information of the offender is carried out here. The
information such as the image of the person and the biometric details are combined in order to get
accurate data of the person. Importance is given to this unit because when the data are networked the
speed of the further processing can be done and the correctness of the information can be kept in
account. After which this will be taken to the database unit.

V.

DATABASE UNIT

In the database unit will a nationalized database in it. Nationalized database is a database which will
be maintained by every nation or a country. It will have details about each and every citizen of the
country. This database will have the name, photo, address, age, birth of date and also may include the
biometric details like finger prints etc. The process which will be done on the database unit is the
comparison of the data of the offender which we have collected so far. It will have the image of the
person and few biometric details which will be compared with the nationalized database and if the
image matches the address of the person will be immediately retrieved and taken for further
investigation if needed by the patrol. The output is taken to the central processing unit which is
explained as follows.

VI. CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT
Once the frequency of 100 is dialled from the coin pay call access system the micro camera being
present in the system is activated automatically and captures the image and the biometric data of the
person is being captured. The captured image is sent to the image processing unit where the image is
converted into data. This data will be now transmitted for the further processing. In-order to maintain
security of the data while transmission and processing the data has to be encrypted undergoing the
cryptography process. The network unit integrates all sorts of details of the person such as the image
and the biometric details forming the complete analysis of the person with full information as
possible. Next the comparison is done with the nationalized database and the accurate information and
the details are gathered. Finally this data is carried to the central processing unit where the processed
information will be maintained and transmitted if required by the patrol and the control room.
The central processing unit is the core of the Intelligent Embedded System for pay phones to reduce
cybercrimes by using NIDR Processor. Here we use the NIDR processor for the central processing
unit because of many advantages of it over other processors [7]. The main advancement in the NIDR
processor which is the Nurture IDR segmentation and multiple instruction queues in superscalar
pipelining processor is the pipelining unit in which the fetched and the type of the instruction is being
identified and then send to multiple instruction queues based on its types [6]. The decoding of the
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instructions is done separately for each type forming multiple decoding units. Similarly the executions
of the instructions are also done in multiple units and the output is written by combing the results
from all the units.

Figure 2. NIDR Processor

From the working of the Nurture IDR segmentation and multiple instruction queues in superscalar
pipelining processor we can achieve more speed and accurate output in all the types of the instruction
that we carry out through this than the other processors [8]. This processor can make the Intelligent
Embedded System for pay phones to reduce cybercrimes by using NIDR Processor, sustain in all
types of the environments where it will be implemented. We can surely experience a fast data
transmission of the data and information by using the NIDR processor in built central processing unit.
The gather information of the person doing the crime of producing false information or the threats to
the patrols can be identified completely so that the work load of the officials can be reduced through a
computerized mechanism. If the patrol is in need of the person they can contact the control room and
the data of the person can be sent to and from the control room patrols and the central processing unit.
All the request and processing response to the received request will be handled by the central
processing. The maintenance of the information being stored in the central processing are also
managed perfectly in case of future use.
As discussed earlier the statics survey of the crime of providing occult information to the patrols to
distract the policemen is the main reason which made us to develop this kind of the system to identify
the offender. We take real pride and happiness in designing the Intelligent Embedded System for pay
phones to reduce cybercrimes by using NIDR Processor system which will help the policemen who
are striving and working hard to protect and provide security to people in different parts of all over the
world. Hope this system will definitely help the patrol in tracing out criminals who do the cheap job
of creating false threats to the policemen by disturbing and diverting them from their work. The
accuracy of this system will be promising and the speed will also be very high. The formulation and
the implementation of this system are very cost effective so that it can be used throughout the world.
The benefits of using this concept and the system will be remarkable. This implementation of this
system can stop the use of coin pay call access system to do blank calls and give false threats so that
the offender doing this crime from the coin pay call access system can escape easily without any
identity proofs. All the working blocks involved in the implementation process are clearly explained
and the functioning of the system is also elaborated in detail. The benefits of the Intelligent Embedded
System for pay phones to reduce cybercrimes by using NIDR Processor are plenty so that it is
recommended to the implemented and used all over the world.

VII.

IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

The implementation of the central processing unit work is done in order to evaluate the performance
of this system. The job of the central processing unit is the core of this system where the processed
image from the image processing is received and it has to compared unit the nationalised database and
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the details of the offender has to be found. This process is implemented using Net Beans which is an
IDE and language used is Java. To start this process first the software asks for the login which is
shown in the figure 5 where the officials has to login with their username and password. Next step
will be giving the input as the input for the system which is shown in the figure 4.

Figure 3. Login page of the system.

Figure 4. Setup for adding the source image file.

The step is once the image is given as the inputs as shown in the figure 5, to the system the search
process will take place the image of the person will be compared will the nationalised database and so
the biometric information like finger prints is also taken for the comparison process. Here we
implemented this by using a sample image which is compared with the few details form of few people
for example. After the image is given it split into different portions and we use the Content Based
Image Retrieval technique where the split portions are taken as content and the search process begins.
This system has few thousands of the fields stored in the database and it takes a time of 2188ms.
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Figure 5. The image is given as the input to the system.

The final results will the process of retrieving the details of the offender from the nationalised
database. The details such as the name, address, age, phone and the other details which will be usually
present in the nationalised database is obtained so the offender is easily be acquiesced.

Figure 6. Results and the operation time.

VIII.

RESULTS DISCUSSION

The result and the implementation of this system are tried with the database with few thousand of the
fields of data. The captured image from the image processing unit reaches the database unit and the
central processing unit where the image is compared with the nationalised database and if the image
matches the results can be found easily. The important technique which is used here is the Content
Based Image Retrieval so that even if the full face if the person cannot be captured by the camera in
the pay phone the captured parts like the eyes or nose and even the biometric information can be used
for the processing. The normal time consumption of this implemented system is calculated to be
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2188ms which is reasonably fast than manually finding the offender. The above explained screen
shots clearly shows the process which starts with the login and ends up by finding the offenders
details from the nationalised database. The results are measured by the calculation of the operation
time which directly shows the performance of the system. The sizes of the database can vary based
the nation or the country which is using this system but the performances remains standard.

IX.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE

An Intelligent Embedded System for pay phones to reduce cybercrimes by using NIDR Processor to
help the patrol working to provide security to each of us. The rate of the offence that are taking place
by using the coin pay call access system is extremely high than compared to other resource. So we
hope that this model can be used by any nation to eradicate this crime. This paper has ultimately
focused on the goal of creating a system which provides a solution against the offense of creating
threats to the nation’s patrols by giving false information. The various units and the techniques
involved in this process are very advanced and efficient. We strongly trust that the threatening to the
patrols taking place through coin pay call access must meet an end through this Intelligent Embedded
System for pay phones to reduce cybercrimes by using NIDR Processor. This major effort we have
into design is to make this system a very cost efficient one at the same time including very advanced
and reliable operating units. A serious effort has been taken by us in the process of selecting the
devices and the techniques involved in each unit of the system to make it a successful one.
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